The LloydRelaxer: An Approach to Minimize Scaling Effects for Multivariate Projections.
Star Coordinates are a popular projection technique in order to analyze and to disclose characteristic patterns of multidimensional data. Unfortunately, the shape, appearance, and distribution of such patterns are strongly affected by the given scaling of the data and can mislead the projection-based data analysis. In an extreme case, patterns might be more related to the choice of scaling than to the data themselves. Thus, we present the LloydRelaxer : a tool to minimize scaling-based effects in Star Coordinates. Our algorithm enforces a scaling configuration for which the data explains the observed patterns better than any scaling of them could do. It does so by an iterative minimizing and optimization process based on Voronoi diagrams and on the Lloyd relaxation within the projection space. We evaluate and test our approach by real benchmark multidimensional data of the UCI data repository.